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PAYING FOR HOME-FIELD ADVANTAGE
UI Athletic Department wants to extend contract for use of Martin Stadium

by YOUNG M. McGANN

The University of Idaho Athletic Department has held informal discussions to negotiate a two-to-five year extension of a contract for use of Washington State University’s Martin Stadium, according to Tom Slaggis, manager of the Kiddie Dome and Bobbie Bohn, UI’s athletic director.

In spring 1999, UI signed a five-year contract with WSU that permitted Vandals football to move to Martin Stadium from the Kiddie Dome in order to meet the NCAA Division I-A criteria of a 26,500-seat capacity and a 17,000-overnight commitment at home games.

UI was not forced into a five-year contract with WSU in order to meet the minimum attendance requirement – UI wanted it. McGann said.

UI officials believe the NCAA would not let UI enter Division I-A for just one year of play in a regulation facility.

“We had to show we were committed to the university,” he said. “With this five-year contract, we were meeting the criteria.”

The six-year contract is the only one in the country on the model for maintaining I-A status. He said there are many programs that considered them small schools with over 15,100 tickets and over 17,000 people actually attending games.

Slaggis said in the current contract, the UI Athletic Department pays WSU a flat rental of $38,000 per year for the use of Martin Stadium.

According to McGann and Matt Kibbie, UI associate athletic director, the $32,000 includes the use of parking lots next to the stadium, depreciation of the new turf, the replacement bond, the use of the fieldhouse, utilities, waste disposal, cleaning supplies and room features.

The $13,000-per-game rental fee UI pays for the stadium includes a $2,000 cost of running the stadium, depreciation of the turf, fieldhouse, waste disposal, cleaning supplies and room facilities.

To maintain NCAA Division I-A status, UI must average a paid attendance of 17,700 in a stadium that can seat at least 30,000. Idaho Vandals, in average 26,201 fans, including the WSU game that attracted a crowd of 40,737.

UI, tribes sign pact to strengthen each other

by YOUNG M. McGANN

In an effort to recruit and retain Native American students, the University of Idaho, the Washington State University and Idaho tribal governments met Sunday to sign the Memorandum of Understanding today in the Coeur d’Alene. The meeting was held at 13:30 a.m. before the Idaho Senate to sign the agreement for student athletes, the MOU is a reciprocal agreement between the tribes and the university to enhance the relationship with the tribes, to increase campus visits.

“We have a long history of working with tribes in research and teaching,” Hal Goddard, UI Vice President for Tribal Affairs, said.

According to the MOU, the council will advise the following functions: provide advice and counsel to the university and the Native American community in UI; will to recruit and retain Native American students.

The council, which will meet once a year, is to be formed by tribal representatives and UI staff.

McGann said signature the MOU, UI’s athletic department.
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Kappa Delta Would Like To Congratulate Their New Members!

Rachael Allingworth
Stephanie Baca
Melissa Goodz
Jennifer Hill
Kerry Bowden
Autumn Brandle
Channa Cline
Nancy Coyle
Renae Crone
Ashley Everson
Ramone Fort
Jeslynn Fotsil
Brandi Forbus
Katie Ford
Colleen Fri

“The Choice 2000”

Please join the ASU in applauding U of I Alumnus Michael Kirk (1971) for the production of the award winning annual biography of the presidential candidates.

This documentary focuses on the lives of George W. Bush and Al Gore, from early childhood to present.

Monday, November 6th
7:00 p.m. • Borah Theatre (SUB)

If you cannot make it to the SUB, please tune into your local PBS station on Nov. 6th for the national airing at 9:00 p.m.

If you have any questions please call 885-6331

Copyright © 2000 The University of Idaho Argonaut

Re-elect Tom Trail

UI students! Tom Trail supports Capping Student Fees Idaho Promise Scholarships Eliminating Textbook Sales Tax Fund for Highway 95 Improvements

Legislative Report Card: I’ve represented you in sponsoring and co-sponsoring 17 bills during the past four years, including those that impact:

Education: Idaho Literacy Act - $7 million annually supports children’s reading. • Budget Journal for Idahoans: $1.8 million for your help low-income children. • Idaho Promise Scholarships: Idaho high school graduates receive $500 toward in-state college/career. • PERA Retirement Benefits • Human Rights - Minimum wage legislation for Idaho farm workers. • Consumer Rights Protection • Suicide Industry Theft • Anti-poverty • Tax Reform • Senior Citizen Support • Recycling Incentives • Small Business - State agency contract preference.

Thursday, November 2, 2000

Classifieds

2000 Student Staff I.D. Night
(While Supplies Last-Close Out)

BONANZA
Cash Back
Take Another Tab!

See you at the
Grill Side

KING

CORRECTION

The story "selling the town" by the previous editor of The University of Idaho Argonaut failed to mention 2000.

ADVERTISING, COLLEGIATE ARGONAUT

Re-elect Tom Trail
Idaho Promise Scholarships
Eliminating Textbook Sales Tax
Fund for Highway 95 Improvements

Legislative Report Card: I’ve represented you in sponsoring and co-sponsoring 17 bills during the past four years, including those that impact:

Education: Idaho Literacy Act - $7 million annually supports children’s reading. • Budget Journal for Idahoans: $1.8 million for your help low-income children. • Idaho Promise Scholarships: Idaho high school graduates receive $500 toward in-state college/career. • PERA Retirement Benefits • Human Rights - Minimum wage legislation for Idaho farm workers. • Consumer Rights Protection • Suicide Industry Theft • Anti-poverty • Tax Reform • Senior Citizen Support • Recycling Incentives • Small Business - State agency contract preference.

Students: YOU CAN VOTE HERE. Bring your Driver’s License to the Polls Thursday, Nov. 9th. It’s that easy to be responsible.

Tom Trail

UI Students!

Tom Trail Supports
Capping Student Fees
Idaho Promise Scholarships
Eliminating Textbook Sales Tax
Fund for Highway 95 Improvements

Legislative Report Card: I’ve represented you in sponsoring and co-sponsoring 17 bills during the past four years, including those that impact:

Education: Idaho Literacy Act - $7 million annually supports children’s reading. • Budget Journal for Idahoans: $1.8 million for your help low-income children. • Idaho Promise Scholarships: Idaho high school graduates receive $500 toward in-state college/career. • PERA Retirement Benefits • Human Rights - Minimum wage legislation for Idaho farm workers. • Consumer Rights Protection • Suicide Industry Theft • Anti-poverty • Tax Reform • Senior Citizen Support • Recycling Incentives • Small Business - State agency contract preference.

Andrea Hemke
APPOINTMENT

The first of these ASU candidate forums was held Wednesday afternoon in the Idaho Community Food Center.

Candidates for president, vice president and co-sponsors addressed issues such as parking, security, differential mandatory fees and off-campus students.

ASU Vice President Bush Brown, ASU President of Student Affairs, and Student President of the ASU president, speaks at length about differential mandatory fees, a proposed budgeting task force, that would allow certain majors to be charged more for classes or classes fees for a class that is bought during peak times.

Regulation and would like to see more of Idaho’s $35 million budget surplus be used to save what higher fees from this program would provide.

Brown said the ASU think to study the role of differential mandatory fees, but wants the study to be "short, sweet and precise," because many students are opposed to it. Brown said the Idaho states that a President should be able to form an effective lobby, can have a larger influence on legislation, and said he would like to see the ASU President’s position become a year-round position.

Through an effective lobby, students will have a great deal of power. "As the people, we can do it. We can get it done. But we need to have the support of the legislature," he said.

Brown and his supporters is imperative that students and members of the ASU carry the management of operation through the coming months.

Clark-Temkin said students have the most influence with lobbyists and ultimately with differential mandatory fees if students show an active interest in the legislative process by not.

She said her first since she was a Freshman has not been to study for or vote, and said many state legislatures have told her that if students want to have power over the funding of their needs, they must speak up.

She said UI has the high- on the UC system, and said that if the State Board of Education wanted to test this proposal in Idaho, a university, with fewer laws should be experiment with.

Clark-Temkin said the presidential candidate is important, but students need to get out and vote. If the differential mandatory fees are implemented in a fashion, the process of the need needs to expand out, set quickly focused on one group of people does not take it. She emphasized that the social sciences are a "social" science, through the process.

Brown-Teck said one of the key issues to getting more funding is the full-time students. And said that the process is the general education formula, or it was created in the 1970s.
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Swisher changes focus to ASUI lobbying

BY ANNETHE HENKE

ASUI will be placing a Senator and winning a lobbying position for Jan. 1, 2001.

Kasey Swisher, the current ASUI Senator Pro Tempore, will change his position on that day to become the ASUI student lobbyist. Swisher is a political science major and a Daniel Eliot bowl player. During his junior year of high school, he served as a student body president. He is a graduate of Galer School. Swisher has been working as an ASUI lobbyist.

Swisher said he saw the job because it fits well with the goals he wants to accomplish. He has four goals in mind for his term. He wants to accomplish the following: increase the beginning of the Senate session and the Senate's functions. The first goal will be to get funding for the Idaho's Promise Scholarship Program.

Swisher said that the Senate of the University of Idaho is a very intimidating place. There are a lot of people who can't make these decisions just like there are people who can't make decisions in our community. Swisher said that students attending UI would mean more money for the university.

Swisher said that the next goal he will be to implement a fun student program. He will work with the ASUI Student Senate to implement this goal, which will eliminate stress on teachers similar to a program that the state of Oregon currently uses.

Swisher would also like to see a 3 percent cap on malpractice fee increases with the consumer group index added into the formula. He is a member of the Idaho Nurses Association and would allow a two-thirds majority vote of students to raise the cap if they saw the need for a new building or program. The State Commerce and the Student Recreation Center would have to be able to find funding under this program, and students voted through a referendum on this plan.

Swisher said that the Senate will be a little tough. Teachers and students are not used to working together. "It's a little tough," he said.

Swisher said that he believes the Senate will be a difficult place to work in, but the Senate will be an important place. He will work on this goal and said that he will have to change his age in one possibility challenge. At 20, Swisher will be the youngest lobbyist in the state. He believes that this will be a benefit, as he is a student, still in the middle of his education, whereas the 24-year-old Boise State University lobbyist is two years out of school.

"I know the lesson," he said. Being a young page and working briefly for Gayle Dohm's kindergarten helped him form contacts that he will utilize during his time in Boise.

"I'm anxious to get started. This is my chance to do everything I've been working for happens," Swisher said.

Students will be able to contact Swisher at Boise through a proposed plan on the ASUI Web page, through the ASUI president, or by contacting the ASUI secretary.

Swisher will receive $2,000 every two weeks to cover his living expenses while in Boise.
**HASTINGS**

**Music**

*Mission Impossible DTV Available 11/7 09793659878*

*Get in early
Every Monday at 11pm
Hastings Music Midnight
Below Par
Have the newest releases from
verdacc, Snoopy Doo's
Black Blvd Offprime
*For the month of November*

30% Off

**Books**

Beattie

*Anthology

1999

39% Off

One Week Only

**Software**

99c CD Only

*New You See Inside*

**Video**

*Limited to quantity on hand.
*Limit one per customer.
*Union Underground "Rebellion"

**Did you REMEMBER to pick-up your GEM of the Mountains yearbook?**

Call 885-2725 to pick-up your yearbook!
There's no place like Dome
UI leadership should focus on more effective Kimberly expansion

The Dome doesn't include everything, but in the big, big picture, according to President Bud\nRowers, Clayton, Sept. 8.\n\nAccording to Bob White, "We're thinking about better locker rooms, we need\nrooms and closets, the issues of seating inside the Dome have to be addressed. If the Dome stands on the\nupcoming season at nothing more than an\n\nran for a long time, but the support of our fans has kept them in the game.\n\nKibbie expansion project is a big picture, and that is why we need to focus on the Dome's future.\n\nThere are people who need to vote for Winter\n2000.\n\nI don't think of the Dome as a building, but as a community. It is a place where we can come together and celebrate our traditions.\n
The Dome is the heart of the University of Idaho, and we need to keep it strong and functioning.\n
Non-voters need not complain

An Election Day doesn't exist. It is disturbing to see a lack of care for the opinions of people saying they will not vote. Your right to refrain means virtually all U.S. citizens, not taking part in this act, is entitled to complain.\n
Many of you lack the opportunities to be disagreed with, or to vote in any way since you don't have the right to vote. All I ask is you not address the issues that you care about or any number of other things.

Collectively, these are the reasons why opportunity matters in political campaigns.

Voter apathy, however, is a misnomer. Apathy is a mere lack of interest or excitement about an option.

The right thing to get out of the voting booth is to put your opinion on the line. If you don't have the dedication and the self-motivation to vote, please go to the library and check out on which candidates have the best reputation for getting their job done.\n
Please consider voting no matter which state, the best suggestion is for you to vote, the harder you work.
Enjoy the comforts of copidom

Wednesday Nov. 1st & Wednesday 8th, 2000

LARGEST candidate turnout for all positions: 36 Candidates

Watch History Happen!

Election Day Field Day November 7th

Questions? Contact Jeremy Bowden, ASUI Elections Board Chair 865-0371 or jeremy@_OPTS.in.th

Dear Vandal Faculty and Staff:

At recent home football games, I have noticed and am proud to say that student support for the Vandals is at an all-time high. I was surprised to see faculty and staff members were not attending these games. Therefore, the central leadership of ASUI has secured complimentary tickets for you and a guest to attend the November 11 game with New Mexico State. We urge you to participate in the “Domecoming” game. Remember, there’s no place like Dome! GO VANDALS!!

Cordially,
Bart Cochran
ASUI President

"DOMECOMING"
YOU'RE INVITED

STUDENTS:
Get your tickets early, Dome seating is limited.

ASUI is hosting a tailgate party at 4:00 p.m. in the parking lot. Bring your ticket to get a free hamburger!

Bring the card you received in campus mail to pick up your tickets at North Campus Center, MTrk No. 6.8 (9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.) or at Idaho Commons, Vandal Services Window M-Th, 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Event: DOMEOING

Monday, November 7th

Opinion

"intend" is one of the great luxuries in life. You meet someone who makes you smile, someone who makes you walk into the room you go on the obligatory dance you discover ordered. What you like Kids in the Hall.' When I was a kid, I had a best gross test. And as it goes. Your dating goes on. But I think it's absolutely to verify and the next thing. We'll George, a couple. Among the many perks included are: never having to worry about what to do on Friday night, always having company, and always having something to talk about. Which I've never done before. And the most important perk is that you love you can find your imperfections. Because this is wonderful, but beware. If your significant other is also a neurotic, there can be negative repercussions. On the other hand, you can learn more about the other person, and it makes the whole world. The specific problem, I'm talking about is known as some- thing as a superman. There are two very different, very different people, the world you are, as a singular until you wake up and say, "Jeezus. They're a superman." But it's not as terrible, but if you also live some outside of the relationship, which I'm not rec- ommended, you can end up being observed by everyone as the other person. In some cases. For example: My sweetie and I lived in each other's heads. The ever so nice, who work at a place we used to sometimes give him a dirty twist when I buy his hand. It's funny. If one of us dates, to eat together, they ask, "Where's your sidekick?" or "Where is the other one?"

Don't get me wrong, it's nice to be with someone who understands who like the time to remember any- thing. However. However, this is not the first time this happened. I was kind of shocked. What that someone perceived? Of some kind sense.

But the next Sunday it happened again. We were church and my boyfriend since I have a car and it's a long way for them to walk. I'm not even comfortably. Considering that the church for this month is the same as the one where the animals and deceased at the door. Though, although it happened again, I made him happy to sit right there, I never slept, and we all ended up and do the amazing. I am so happy to be in this situation. It's always especially to wish everyone the best.

When my sweetie was leaving the poster and he is, no, no you people. Wives and thanks for being cool. This from a man who would really have that type of attention, but that in only if we're together there.

I suppose it's all part of the norm. But, in any case, our relationship is so much better now. We have a better family. If you are planning on ever being married, you better get used to it. You'll need a whole lot more if you're married.

Then you have it on every cup- to spend times with to do couple. Insignificant things with, like for- me and antiques.

As you can see, this program is not the easiest, but it's not the easiest to be. People have home with the thought of never again seeing someone they should. However, maybe big. How through trials to put away county, and the Lazarus are reborn. Most of these people, much, will eventually have to go on, and you should go on, the better, not such a great. The latter is it is to be acknowledged that whatever or whoever has influenced your life is not entirely out, but it is better, different, still affect you.

The reason for a person to ev- eryone from their fingerprints or even extreme. After I manage to sing, my youth, which defines the stamp that the people who are you every day, it is not suitable for you. Some day" you can be remembered of your birth- day how you can be read and the same thing as anything else in your future future.

I'm not saying my relationships with people that some place on a plane in front of the other. The last time I checked, though, as I talk down really how people be love you. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relationship in the same way. They do not be the same relation
Fall fashion manifesto for men and women

The body is a canvas and fashion is its paint. The clothes we wear are the perfect surface to cultivate visually exciting outfits by mixing and matching our city styles with some flowers and violets.

Fashion conformity contributes to the lack of life in the heart of any city. Let's not just copy the same as the others. Let's take advantage of the opportunity to be more playful with our thoughts, trends, and our choices. The wardrobe is just another aspect of modernization.

Let's look at different ideas and don't just take your own making without thinking about it.

First off, stop pretending that you just got back from MTV Spring Break in Orlando. It's cold, wear some clothes! Thick-skinned ones will benefit from being worn around their skin. There are some simple and easy ways to be more stylish.

Knee-high boots are still being worn, despite the lack of too many security scrutiny. Days in elevated Nations Of Nike, T-shirts, caps, and sports shorts are still seen. Who are these new trendsetters in the city of fashion? Again, let's look at different ideas and not just take your own making without thinking about it.

Just like more men, wider layers are wearing their first thing to see why you see that lady in that sweater and tight jeans. Everyone is wearing layers, and wearing around a cumulus should be used as a linking. The biggest threat is the lack of cooling in the culture. As we all know, everyone is wearing layers now. Let's look at different ideas and don't just take your own making without thinking about it.

Try on some shorts, jeans, and some blouses. People, in the end, will attract that you look cool, so urban-wear lets that will enchant that

Slum City visits the heart of the arts

By Christina Carolyn

Another rock 'n roll show graced the stage at the Back Door for another sold-out concert. This show saw four popular acts from Austin, Texas.

They stepped in Moscow on their way from Mississauga to Omaha. They played two shows at the Memorial Auditorium in downtown Chicago and a show at the Woodstock in Mississauga. They showed up at the Back Door at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday night.

They began in Moscow City and continued through the Back Door performance. They started at the first annual Back Door, a festival on the east side of University, and then went after they began to play drums.

The three of them first played together two years ago and have been playing together ever since. Their music is a mix of hard-core, blues, and rock and roll. It's a great show that you cannot miss.

For the most part, most music in the city is because of the Back Door or the Pitchfork. They are seen at the Back Door performances, and they are also seen at the Pitchfork performances.

Their music is original and unique, and their fans love them. They are a great band that you cannot miss.

The attendance was not as high as expected, and the band members were surprised. They said that they were not sure if they would ever return to Moscow City, but they are glad to have the opportunity to play here.

The weather was perfect for a concert, and the attendees were happy. They were grateful to be in Moscow City, and they look forward to coming back soon.

Bagger Vance: legendary hokum opens in theatres today

By Desmond Rume

When a Hollywood movie title states “A Legendary Hokeum” it amounts to a good-humored backfire of the audience. “Attention Everyone” This is a lighthearted movie. There will be no present day issues, no present day politics, no present day superheroes. The movie has been written and##2

Bagger Vance, a secret weapon that helped the Union win the war by setting the stage for the course of American history.

With Baggie’s unspoken abilities, Jutson strove with his band to make it to the summit. Jutson has met his “authentic” self in Baggie.

“Bagger Vance” is a must-see movie for those who enjoy history and want to see a great film that will inspire them.

In conclusion, “Bagger Vance” is a legendary hokum that has captured the hearts of audiences around the world. It is a must-see movie that will leave you in awe of the power of storytelling.
Playstation 2 is great, if one can be found

Moscow exhausted its supply of the new Playstation 2. The video game creation the other day got released. Unfortu- nately, the stores they were in were picked clean. This is because VMU has a waiting list for the game. Green said that 16 people on the line and the first 8 to have reserved the PSX 2. The remaining 60 people will have to wait until more units are shipped. VMU had promised more occasions by Friday when he has his Superbowl party. Since such as Wal-Mart aren't expecting any more PSX 2 connect is to be shipped to them before Christmas. According to Sony, the release of the PSX 2 is “the most signific- ificant step forward in the history of our industry.” Well, I was happy enough to go get into some sort of thing. After paying $199.95 to rent the system, Keel to rent two games plus putting down a $50 deposit, I was ready to play in the future.

In this game, the main char- acter, a drug dealer turned drug deal- er, is the Forgotten. He is not in the mafia in six years. He is also stuck in part- nering the border patrol and other gangs who want his stash. I don't know about everybody else, but for me the acquisition of something built it up too much. I am not expecting this system to be so amazing that I wouldn't believe my eyes. Much to my disappointment, it wasn't. Once it got over the initial rush, however, I had a different opinion on the game. The graphics on this system aren't better than any other. But "Forgotten's Run" isn't as soggy at all. The screen shows as far as you want to see and everything is crisp and clean. The way the player-controled characters in the game don't appear to be superimposed over the background is unlike anything I've seen in a video game. There is a plus to point for this game, that is the sound. The spr- ead of music has good volume which is a huge plus to the game. I am sure the PSX 2 is going to be the biggest thing in ever last video games. Let's hope that Sony can live up to their earlier statements.

STUDENTs GET $10 OFF ANY SEAT PRICE (MAX $20/WD)

Christ-centered, Bible-based, Spirit-filled
Services:
Thursdays @ 7:30 p.m.
Sundays @ 10:30 a.m.
219 W. Third St.
Moscow, Idaho
http://www.lffmtc.org

The Church of JESUS CHRIST
of Latter-day Saints
UNIVERSITY WIDE SACRAMENT MEETING TIMES:
1st (single männlichen) 9:00 a.m.
2nd (married männlichen) 11:00 a.m.
Corner of 7th & View.
3rd (single weiblichen) 9:00 a.m.
110th Street.
4th (married weiblichen) 11:00 a.m.
Main Street.
Corner of 7th & View & Joseph

Perfect for college students, recent graduates or anyone else who is interested in a career in the exciting and rewarding world of sports management.

SPOKANE, November 17
SPOKANE ARENA, SPOKANE, WA
1st & 2nd Registration: $15
2nd Registration: $30
3rd Registration: $45
4th Registration: $60
5th Registration: $75
6th Registration: $90

The United Church of Moscow
American Baptist/Episcopal of Christ
123 West First St. • 882-2926
Roger C. Lynn, Pastor

St. Augustine’s
Church School & Student Center
Sunday Mass:
9:30 a.m.
Weekly Mass:
12:30 p.m.
Mon. Reconciliation:
4:30-5:30 p.m.
628 Deakin (across from SUB)
882-8403

First Presbyterian
Church of Moscow
405 E. 2nd • 882-4122
Rev. Dennis Black, Pastor
Phoebe Pulaski
882-2530 • E-mail
phoebe@museliu.org
• Worship Services:
Sunday 10:30 a.m., 12:15 p.m.
Maundy Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Living Faith
Fellowship Ministry Training Center
902 Center Blvd.
Dr. Karl & Karen Zabel, Senior Pastor
Phoebe Pulaski, Co-Pastor
Fellowship Ministry Fellowship:
10:00am.
http://www.lffmtc.org

First Federal
Bank of Idaho
405 E. 2nd • 882-4122
Rev. Dennis Black, Pastor
Phoebe Pulaski
882-2530 • E-mail
phoebe@museliu.org
• Worship Services:
Sunday 10:30 a.m., 12:15 p.m.
Maundy Thursday 6:30 p.m.

First Lutheran
Cattor of Moscow
123 West First St. • 882-2926
Roger C. Lynn, Pastor

The United Church
of Moscow
American Baptist/Episcopal of Christ
123 West First St. • 882-2926
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Volleyball comes home for the weekend

by PETER LENK

Memorial gym will once again be the site of athletic competition this weekend as women's volleyball finally returns after a grueling two-week stretch. During the last two weekend, the Vandals have played at home only twice. They have gone 2-0 on the road, losing only two sets and later defeating Idaho State.

As the week started, it was a brutal week. This is the most exciting time considering the highly ranked teams they will face in the next two weeks.

Wednesday, the team is set to meet head coach Mary Lou Dieterich. She is going to be tough. Any team in the conference is getting better as the season goes along and we plan to make the most of the season around the state. With our efforts, we are sure to have more of a successful season and have the support of our fans.

Tonight the Cal PolyMontana will be the Vandals' final home opponent this season. This match was early this month in the Montana gym. Although this game was in a three-game sweep, the overall state for each team was relatively close. In the Montana game, Montana was three of eight matches against the Montana State.

Both teams had a first set to play with a 2-0 record, but neither was enough to win the match up. Montana won 13 at the half, but Cal Poly took 4-0.

This season, the team is working on improving offensive and defensive play.

After this weekend the Vandals will be off for the season, four matches left in the Big West Conference tournaments. The first will be in UC Santa Barbara, on Nov. 9-11.

THERESA PALMERO / BENDROTH

Soccer finishes season against Gonzaga

by RALF DAVIS

A highly motivated women's soccer team finished off a very successful season traveling to face the Gonzaga Bulldogs November 9.

The Vandals have compiled a program record 10 wins this season, and they have won six of their last seven matches in the conference.

The University of Idaho, improving greatly as the season progressed, tied it to its 10th season in the conference. The squad also took the Big West Conference in consecutive offensive outings.

The Vandals lead in goals (46), assists (15), goals-against (2.9), and minutes played (6,300). With that in mind, it comes as no surprise that the Vandals will be coming off a home victory over rival Boise State 2-1.

Sophomore Megan Cummings picked up two of her conference leading assists against theBoise State. Idaho senior Mokuso has found her 11th overall double-double for the season in that match.

Saturday night the Vandals will play in a road game versus UC Santa Barbara.

In the past, the Vandals have not flown on Fortune’s against the Gonzaga Bulldogs. Gonzaga is currently ranked 8th, 2nd in the West and has 14-3 record. Gonzaga is the only team that have defeated the Vandals.

Bulldogs observed, their opportunities have been limited, but the Vandals have seen many improvements as well.

Their match last week against the Idaho proved that the Vandals are the dominant team in the West Coast Conference.

The Vandals are 12-8 on the season.

THERESA PALMERO / BENDROTH

Vandals hockey shades skates for another season

by MIKE D. MANN

Though they're not quite as well known as the football or basketball team, the University of Idaho men's club hockey team has been another shining star.

The team is composed of players from all over the United States and Canada. The team has been successful at the National Championships.

The team is one of the most successful teams in the Pacific Northwest.

The team has already started out their season with two mesmo-season victories against Walla Walla Community College winning 7-2 and 9-2 in the second game.

This coming weekend the Vandals will take on the University of Washington on Friday.

The Vandals skater called Planet Ics in Spokane, Washington where the only thing they think about is skating.

The Vandals have won 3-2 and 1-0 at the last two games.

For more information regarding the cancellation of junior hockey lines please make more hockey picks with www.vandalsports.com.

All proceeds go to paying for ice time, $15 for one hour, helps many to travel, and travel fees, the club will travel approximately 23,000 miles this year.

COURTESY PHOTO
WSU's killer compost found in local gardens

BY HARRY PICKERT

It was back in August when gardeners around the Palouse found several fish dead. The University of Idaho had been experimenting with a herbicide called picloram and some of its effects were being felt in the Palouse. The herbicide is commonly used to control non-native species, particularly thistles and other weeds that can be problematic in managed grasslands. The herbicide is known to be toxic to aquatic organisms, but the extent of its impact on fish was not yet fully understood.

The research was conducted by environmental and landscape horticulturist Dr. Kurt Schaff and his team. They were investigating the effects of picloram on fish in a local pond. The team found that picloram can cause significant harm to fish, particularly at higher concentrations.

They concluded that picloram can be harmful to fish even at low concentrations, and that further research is needed to better understand its impact on aquatic ecosystems. The study has important implications for the management of aquatic ecosystems and the use of herbicides in the Palouse region.

The research was published in the journal *Aquatic Toxicology*, and is available online for further reading. The team is now working on extending their findings to other species and ecosystems to better understand the full impact of picloram on the aquatic environment.
ASUI Outdoor Recreation rents skis

By Keith Cofman

The recently opened snow cover on campus allows skiers to test the new gear. Students interested in participating in winter sports are encouraged to rent the equipment. The rental service is located in the basement of the Activities Building.

Ski & Snowboard Rental Prices

- Alpine ski package $8.50/day or $17/weekend*
- Cross country ski package $5/day or $10/weekend*
- Telemark ski package $8/day or $16/weekend*
- Snowboard package $12.50/day or $25/weekend*
- Snowshoe package $6/day or $12/weekend*

*Weekend consists of Friday to Monday
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Bar Guide

Daily Specials!

Monday Madness

Tapping top spots

Tuesday "Boys Night Out"

$1 Long Drink/Play one get one free

Wednesday FREE BEER & Live Music by Maria Schallach

Thursday "Women's Night Out"

$1 Tacos & FREE shots

Sunday Study Days

Free Pop & Coffee for Students

The Garden

Like the garden $17

Blue Monday

3 pm - 2 am
Every Monday

Any drink from our Drink List is just $2.00!

Wednesday Wells $6 & 6-11 pm

$10 Well Drinks

Shaken not Stirred

Thursday & 6-11 pm

$30 Premium Cocktail List

Mon-Fri 5 pm - 2 am
Sat 5 pm - 2 am
Sun 5 pm - 1 am

The Hotel Moscow

$150 & $250 Bar Gift Certificates

The Garden

Margarita Madness

Well MONDAYs

Taco TUESDAYs

Volcano THURSDAYs

$1.00 Wells

2 Gold Margaritas for $5

7-10 pm

2 Tacos for $1

7-10 pm

415 E Main, Moscow - 883-0316

CJ's

"Some secrets are made"

Thursday Club/House by Sean & Terele Majeur

$1 Wells "No Cover"

Friday Live Music Mazed

From 7-10 $5 bottomless drafts from 7-11

Cover $2

Saturday Tap Off Club with Guest DJ's

From 7-10 $3 domestic pitchers from 7-11

No cover

Wise Owl Winery & Restaurant

1901 S. Main St, Moscow - 882-2570

Eduardo De Oro

B Rate & Free gift for drink

Cheer's Restaurant & Lounge

100 S. Main St, Moscow - 882-5167

Margarita Wednesdays

As word of the new snow cover on campus spread, students interested in participating in winter sports headed to ASUI Outdoor Recreation to rent the equipment. The rental service is located in the basement of the Activities Building.

**Ski & Snowboard Rental Prices**

- Alpine ski package $8.50/day or $17/weekend*
- Cross country ski package $5/day or $10/weekend*
- Telemark ski package $8/day or $16/weekend*
- Snowboard package $12.50/day or $25/weekend*
- Snowshoe package $6/day or $12/weekend*

*Weekend consists of Friday to Monday

**Gary Young's Goals for Public Education**

- Raise starting teacher salaries toward a $30,000 target.
- Develop incentive plan that encourages students to choose teaching career.
- Assist needy districts with facilities from budget surplus.
- Develop incentives for teachers to achieve results in key areas with students.

**Leadership with Integrity, Service and Vision**

**Vote November 7, 2000**

Paid for by Gary Young for State Legislature, Andrea Heibel, Treasurer